[New methods for cloning large gene clusters based on CRISPR/cas9].
Cloning of large genomic sequences is an enabling technology in synthetic biology. To obtain large gene fragments, traditional cloning methods are faced with various defects, for instance, random library cloning relies always on high-throughput screening. It is difficult to get gene fragments more than 10 kb by PCR amplification. Assembly of small fragments is labor intensive with high mutation rates. It is difficult to find suitable cleavage sites on the fragment ends by restriction endonuclease. Recently genome-wide editing creates a new high-performance large fragments cloning methods. For example, CRISPR/cas9 system can identify and cut 20 bp nucleic acid sequences recognition sites used to obtain any desired gene fragments; if combined with Gibson or transformation associated recombination (TAR) assembly technology, these methods can efficiently clone large fragments. This article introduces large fragments cloning technology by classification, then proposes the choice criteria of methods for cloning gene fragments of different sizes.